Grow your network in your idle time.

This event is using Scheduit to facilitate networking between delegates.

Scheduit is an intelligent business matchmaking app that connects you with compatible professionals nearby. This makes networking more efficient and less dependent on chance.

To get started with Scheduit, follow the numbered steps.

1. Go to the App Store (Apple) or Play Store (Android) on your smartphone, search for Scheduit and install the app. Then open Scheduit and begin the sign-up process.

2. Once signed up, you now have to access the event page by tapping the menu icon in the top left corner of the screen. Then tap on ‘Special Events’, enter the event code (see below) and tap the ‘Subscribe’ button.

3. You are now on the Events Page. Explore the different features and make sure you tap the ‘Announcements’ button and announce your presence to show you are open to meeting new people at the event.

The event code is: financemalta